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The Writing Conference: An Ethnographic
Model for Discovering Patterns of Teacher-

Student Interaction

Tom Reigstad

Ethnography, according to Frederick Gearing, is a science that is
both descriptive and analytic of human behavior.1 The fascination of
the ethnographer with what seems to be mundane, everyday, routine
behavior involves applying specific procedures to identify the array of
classes of things (roles, people, activities) and to analyze a scene or
event. Some general research practices used by the ethnographer include: a long period of orientation to and absorption of a community
or culture; a gradual acceptance of the researcher/ observer by the subjects; the development of a schedule of questions to ask of subjects; and
the narrowing of a well-focused study before beginning to identify
classes of activity and persons.

Ethnography has recently found its way into research on composition. Investigators such as Donald Graves, Susan Florio, Sondra Perl,
and Sandra Worsham have observed writing activities occurring in

classroom settings. 2And Ken Kantor has acted as a

participant/observer while conducting a study of a high school creati
writing class, in order to examine "course expectations, individual pr
cesses, classroom interactions, and teaching strategies.,,3 The proces
of one particular writing-centered social context, however, the teache
student conference, is a little investigated area. A systematic examin
tion of what occurs between teacher and student in an individual ses-

sion is particularly necessary in order to help inform staffs of writing
centers. Despite the many variations among such labs- some are dropin tutorial services, some are referral centers for remedial writers,
others are connected to credit-bearing composition courses- they all
depend on being able to make optimum use of the ineraction time bet-

ween a writer and a respondent. My account of one systematic investigation into the conferencing process ought not only to provide in-
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sights into the nature of such face-to-face meetings, b
a scheme for other researchers to follow when conducting on-site
studies at their writing centers.

I plan to explain the procedures I used for a study of how ten different college and university writing teachers, who are well-published
writers themselves, conduct individual writing conferences with their
students/To learn about what happens during one-to-one writing sessions, the study relied on observation and audiotapes of tutors and
students at work in conference situations, interviews with participants,
and examination of written products that formed the basis of the talk
of each tutorial meeting. In order to carefully describe the process of
the writing conference, I borrowed from the methodologies developed
by ethnographers for composing case study reports and for analyzing
occasions of face-to-face interaction.

Paul Diesing's model for assembling a case study provided me with a
framework for the main steps of the study.5 According to Diesing, the
first major step of a case study consists of prior preparation , in which
the field worker acquaints himself with the subjçct area by reading
published reports, securing letters of introduction, talking to people,
reading multiple theories that relate to the subject, and developing
checklists of things to look for. The next step, activities of the field
worker, includes scheduled activities (administering questionnaires, interviewing informants) and unscheduled activities (making oneself acceptable to everybody). A third main step in a case study is discovery of
themes and interpretations , during which stage the investigator immerses himself in the steady stream of data pouring in from the observations and scheduled activities, and begins to look for recurrent
themes that reappear in various contexts. The next step, testing themes
and interpretations , tests themes and interpretations by comparing
them with evidence. Three tests suggested by Diesing are for: reliability,

by determining whether or not different investigators using the same
data can agree about their results; validity, by determining the extent to

which different instruments or parts of an instrument agree when applied to the same event; and, kinds of evidence, by cross-checking to
determine how several data-collection means - observation, informant
statement, documents - might converge on the same theme. Then, once
several themes have been discovered, interpreted, and tested, the casestudy investigator moves on to the next step, building a modely by connecting the themes in a network or pattern. Finally, the case study
report itself, which describes each stage in the investigation, must be

written.
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Prior preparation- before beginning my study, I fam

with literature on writing conference models and on theor

in general.6 These accounts suggested some points that
when observing and describing conference sessions. Fo
becoming acquainted with a variety of published repo
conferences, the behavior of the tutor as a facilitator or as an
authoritarian seemed useful to watch for, as did how that behavior
might relate to the main events of a session and talk about specific
aspects of the composing process. Also, several of the writers /teachers
participating in the study provided cues for what to look for in their
conferences by having published on the subject.7

Before my final list of ten writers /teachers was confirmed in
February of 1979, I spent nearly three months contacting various professional writers whom I felt were suitable subjects for the study. The

ten teachers who participated were selected because they are wellpublished writers of poetry, short and extended fiction, and non-fiction

who teach non-fiction writing courses in English departments at colleges and universities. These teachers also require not only non-fiction
writing of their students, but periodic attendance at individual writing

conferences. The participating teachers were: Roger H. Garrison,
Westbrook College; Diana Hume George, Pennsylvania State
University, Behrend College; Walker Gibson, University of

Massachusetts at Amherst; Mac Hammond, SUNY at Buffalo; Donald

M. Murray, University of New Hampshire; and Thomas Newkirk,
Rebecca Rule, Mary Peterson Strater, Sue Wheeler, and Ron Winslow,
from the University of New Hampshire.

With the exception of Hammond's composition class, I did not select
the students who participated in the study. Because I was located at the
same campus, I was able to talk with and choose the four students from
Hammond's class to observe, tape, and interview. In the cases of the
other nine professional writers /teachers, since they were situated at dis-

tant universities, the scheduling and selection arrangements were usually made for me to coincide with the timing of my visit. In almost every

case, the students whom I observed, taped, and interviewed were

scheduled for conferences during the time of my visit anyway, whether
I was present or not. In a few cases, the writers/teachers made an effort

to handpick certain students for my observations. However, they were

usually selected not because they exemplified a "model tutee," but
because they represented, in the teacher's view, a cross-section of his or
her students.
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Some of the time, the students were forewarned by their teac

I would be present during the conference. However, in sev
stances, I was simply introduced to the student when he or s
for the conference and the student was asked if he objected
sion being taped. Each student was willing to participate. In all, I
observed, taped, and interviewed forty students (i.e., forty separate
one-to-one writing conferences). Twenty-four of the students were
female, and sixteen male.
Activities in the field - the writing conferences which I observed were

held at the same point in the spring semester of 1979, i.e., mid-April or
well along into the semester. By that time, students had already gone
through three-quarters of their writing course and had already experienced some tutorial sessions with the teacher.
By pre-arrangement with each teacher I was able to set up at the conference sites (Garrison and Hammond held conferences in classrooms;
the others held conferences in their offices) just before the tutorial session. I would seat myself so that I had a full view of the physical
behavior of teacher and student and so that I could hear their dialogue
clearly. Next, I would position the tape recorder (a small, portable one)
on the table or desk, between the student and teacher, but pushed back
so that it did not intrude upon their work space.

As a student arrived at the conference site, I would turn on the tape
recorder and sit back to observe the proceedings of the one-to-one session. I used an observation sheet to help focus my note-taking. At the
top of each observation sheet, I kept a record of the beginning and ending clock time taken up by the conference, the date of the session, and
the code number which I assigned to the particular conference. Then,
also toward the top of the observation sheet, I would draw a rough
sketch of the seating relationship of tutor and student. Finally, on the
rest of the sheet, I tried to note impressionistically, as I listened to and
observed the conference, key bits of dialogue and major phases or
changes in direction of the conference talk. Although for the majority
of cases, I functioned as a neutral observer, there were occasions in
which I was a participant-observer when I was drawn briefly into the
conference talk by a teacher who asked if a I knew the meaning or spell-

ing of a word or who explained to me the subject of a particularly wellwritten student essay.

The forty writing conferences (four per teacher) which I observed
amounted to nearly seven hundred minutes, or approximately twelve
hours of tutorial sessions in total. The briefest conference was three
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minutes; the longest, forty-seven and one-half min

length of the forty conferences was sixteen and one-ha

Immediately after the termination of each indivi

conducted a brief interview with the student without t

teacher. I used a list of questions which I posed to ea
same sequence. I asked questions related to the stude
the reason for the conference, what occurred duri
concerning the student's draft, whether or not the
that the teacher was a well-published writer, and wh
titude was toward that particular conference.
At some point in my campus visit, but always aft
and taped all four conferences, I interviewed each
employed an interview schedule consisting of twen
asked in the same order for each writer /teacher.
grouped in sets directed toward getting information

on how one-to-one teaching fits into their over

methodology, on their attitudes toward conferencin
share their own composing processes and profession
students, on how they perceive the structure of the

on how they perceive their role(s) during conference se
I made arrangements to collect copies of student dr
the basis of the conference talk, either by making dupl

I was on campus or by having teachers send me copie
drafts. I also made arrangements for students to sen
revision or final version of the draft discussed in co
viding them with self-addressed, stamped envelope

drafts from thirty- seven students, and a total of twen

Discovering themes and interpretations - once I h

taped all forty conferences, interviewed thirty-

students, interviewed the ten writers /teachers, and
student written products, I began studying all of th

listening to the tapes over and over again, by preparing

analysis, and by developing a system for describ

tutorial sessions.

From 1979 through 1980 1 asked several different typists to transcribe
the tapes of the conferences. Whenever a typist submitted to me a completed transcript of a taped conference, I would verify the accuracy of
the transcribing by listening to the entire tape while following the
transcript, correcting or adding when necessary.
Throughout this time period I also coded the student drafts and revisions. I read through these pieces of writing, trying to notice the types
of changes made from draft to revision.
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As I listened to tapes of conferences, with their transcri
began to jot down marginal notes on key exchanges betw

and teacher, on what seemed to be parts of the structure of v

ferences, and on what talk dealt with specific acts of com
ticularly revision). As I listened to tapes and read transc
referred to the observation sheets I had kept in order to
more insight to my impressions. Eventually, as I would fi

one set of conferences for a particular writer /teacher, I wou

some general thoughts on similarities and differences am
ferences conducted by that teacher.
After immersing myself in the data and looking inform

terns and recurrent themes, I began to develop a mor

method for describing the conference processes. Three m
for describing what happens during the one-to-one writin
were suggested to me by applying current research in eth
composing process, and conferencing models: major phas
structure; and role structure.

Much of the recent ethnographic literature on describing
interaction divides the occasion for talk between two pe
major categories of activity - event structure and role s
event structure, researchers often refer to how a single
one-to-one interaction consists of major phases. These ph
identified in terms of the temporal organization or stages of
tion, in terms of general segments, shifts, or changes in the

the interaction, also referred to by Madeline Mathio as "
or strings of move clusters," and by Erving Goff man a
streams of frames," or by changes in the topic of conver
this sense of describing "segments," I set about analyzin
and identifying the major phases of each one-to-one sessio
tioned the conferences into their major component stages
them off on transcripts), I also recorded the amount of ac
cing time covered within each major phase.
Next, I proceeded to describe the activities that occurred
major phase. Starkey Duncan and Donald Fiske suggest
transcriptions of face-to-face interactions into smaller un
within a larger event or phase.10 Among the sub-phases or
they suggest looking at are conversational tying procedur
questions and answers, elliptical utterances, and utteranc
sion and completion). As I read through the transcripts,
tutor questions in two ways: whether they served as initi
tained of conversation;11 and whether they fell into one o
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ing categories - rhetorical (calling for no answer), cl
yes/no answers, or short, succinct responses), open (ca
inclusive statements, assertions, narrations), probe an
for more detail), and leading (answering itself and "leading" the
respondent to parrot information already known to both him and the
interrogator).12

Another kind of sub-unit of activity within each major phase of a
conference which I attempted to describe was talk centered on specific
aspects of the writing process. Using a model developed by Anthony
Petrosky and James Brozick, I read through transcripts and labelled
discussions about student drafts as they related to rhetorical strategies,
intellectual strategies, and syntactical strategies.13 As I identified conference talk according to how it fit into this scheme of the composing
process, I also noted for each of the three composing strategies the
specific kind of revision on the draft talked over by student and
teacher, by using the nine types of revision developed by the National
Assessment of Educational Progress.14
Another dimension of my system for describing the process of oneto-one writing conferences involved considering the predominant relationship between the writer /teacher and student and the specific roles
adopted by the writers/teachers. As I studied the transcripts, I marked
off instances of informality and occasions of teacher (authoritarian)student or conversant-conversant relationships between
writers/teachers and their students. I also used a scheme devised by
Patricia Beaumont to assign appropriate role categories to the tutors as
they revealed themselves throughout a given conference: evaluator, expert, initiator, interested reader, learner/student, listener, partner in
writing, and rule-giver.15

Testing themes and interpretations- as I completed examining each
of the forty writing conferences for their major phases, activity structure, and role structure, I identified patterns that emerged in the conferencing practices of each of the ten professional writers /teachers. My
own descriptions of conference process themes needed to be tested,
however, by comparing them with other evidence. Therefore, I used a
series of cross-checking devices to add to my personal analysis. The
devices used to help authenticate my findings can be called kinds of
evidence and multiple observers.
Through informant statements provided by interviews, I could compare the perceptions of the writers /teachers and the students of what
occurred during the conferences, with my own observations. And five
months after I had observed the conferences, I randomly selected eigh-
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teen of the participating students (at least one per writer/
mailed them a letter accompanied by a follow-up question

asked them to write out their reactions to the one-to-one conferences

and to describe the general structure of those conferences. I used this

questionnaire to help guard against a "halo effect" governing their
responses to my initial on-the-spot, post-conference interview with
them. The student written products (drafts and revisions) which I had

collected also served as a kind of evidence to cross-check and substan-

tiate my version of activity specifically dealing with the composing pro-

cess. I asked two readers to compare the drafts with the revisions by
identifying the types of revisions made on the final versions. And in
order to help confirm my impressions of what happened during the
conferences, I asked two other investigators to respond to the same
data. These outside investigators wrote out their reactions to selected
tapes and transcripts.
Building a model- after constructing a many-sided, lengthy description of each teachers' conferencing practices, I identified the variance
among the ten cases in terms of three general conferencing models:

Model One (teacher-centered) - The first general conferencing
model, a teacher-centered one, seemed typical of the tutoring sessions
conducted by Roger H. Garrison and Mac Hammond. It is characterized by the teacher doing most of the talking and, at times, much of the
work for the student. Students often sit passively as tutors read through
their drafts and, pen in hand, correct mechanical errors or supply alter-

native, improved sentence and paragraph versions for the student. In
this model, tutors ask few questions of students. When they do, the
questions are usually closed or leading. Often, too, even if it is an openended or probing question, the teacher either answers it himself, or the
student has no opportunity to respond. Tutors in this model sometimes
issue directives for specific revisions to be made by students. There is
some talk about ideas, usually to allow students to clarify a point, but
this off-the-paper student talk is restricted and the focus of the conference is kept on the paper. The tutors are in full control of initiating
movement from one major phase of the conference to another. The
predominant tutor roles in this model are expert, rule-giver, initiator,
evaluator, interested reader, and partner in writing. And the prevailing
tutor-student relationship, with a few momentary exceptions, is that of
teacher to student.

Model Two (collaborative)- the second conferencing model, a more
collaborative teacher-student one, seemed to typify the sessions con-

ducted by the majority of the professional writers- Diane Hume
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George, Walker Gibson, Thomas Newkirk, Rebecca Rule,
son Strater, and Sue Wheeler. This model is characterize
flexible tutorial posture in which the teacher moves
teacher-student and conversant- conversant relationships
paper to off-the-paper talk several times in a given con
predominant tutor-student relationship in this model is c
conversant, as tutors draw students out often, via open a
prompt questions, to engage in off-the-paper, explorato
and to expand upon undeveloped ideas in their papers. T
model not only treat students as conversational equals
them in problem-solving as well. When tutors sugggest s
often qualify their directiveness, and customarily leave f
up to students. Tutors in this model are generally in cont
from one major phase to the next. The predominant roles

of tutors in this model are interested reader, listener, partne
and initiator.

Model Three (student-centered)- this conferencing model is typical
of the sessions conducted by Donald M. Murray and Ron Winslow. It is
student-centered in that the student usually does most of the talking,
most of the work on his paper, and even determines the direction of the

conference. Students usually are responsible for initiating movement to
a new phase of the conference. And tutors generally ask open and probe and prompt questions. One conference began with the tutor simply
asking, "So? "and the student describing for two minutes her work thus
far in preparing a draft on health foods. Then, after talking about it
with the tutor, the Student initiated a shift in the conference talk to a
different essay: "Okay, and I've had a few thoughts about my other
one." Once the discussion about the second piece of writing was apparently over for the student, she shifted the conversational topic to the

first essay: "You don't have any other suggestions about what I should
do for that health food article, do you?" whereupon the tutor suggested some additional sources of information and helped sharpen the
focus of the piece. The tutor in the student-centered model listens a
great deal, especially early in the conference, asks a few questions, and
often contributes personal recollections and associations to add to the
student's discovery of a subject. As with Model Two, when the tutor
does suggest a revision, he emphasizes that the draft should be the student's own work. The most common tutor roles in a student-centered

conference are listener, partner in writing, and interested reader. And,
except for times in which the tutor talks about course business, revision

summaries, etc., the tutor-student relationship is consistently conversant to conversant.
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Some common traits that existed across all ten individual conferenc-

ing styles were: each tutor adopted the roles of interested reader,
evaluator, and partner in writing; conferences were usually comprised
of three distinct phases; tutors spent most of each session working on
one or two central problems; tutors often suggested strategies to help
students; question-asking was a major part of tutor talk; tutors shifted
in their roles and relationships (as teachers and as conversants); and,
generally, tutors maintained a non-threatening, informal conference
climate. I also found that students generally made most of the revisions
talked about in conference on their final papers and that most students
were well aware that their teachers were writers.

By borrowing from ethnographic research models for assembling
case studies (reconstructing and testing patterns derived from multiple
data, multiple theories, and multiple observers) and for analyzing occasions of face-to-face interaction (observing and collecting data from the
people who interact and finding structural relationships among occasions for interaction), composition researchers can continue to inform
writing teachers about the process of individual writing conferences.
For example, context-dependent studies might be done which plant one
foot in the classroom and the other in the conference session. The

goings-on in both settings over a span of time could be observed, in
order to explain the important connections that exist when Lcdchers use
group meetings and supplemental conferences during a single writing
course. Or, ethnographic methods for describing and analyzing human
behavior could be applied to conferences with basic /remedial writers or
with superior writers only. There might be differences which result in
the degrees of tutor directiveness, types of questions asked, and general
phases, which could help inform teachers of such special student
groups. By carefully mapping out strong regularities of behavior in
classroom or in individual writing instructional settings, observers'
hunches about effective teacher-student interaction can grow into
certainties.

And writing center personnel should be alert to the potential of
ethnographic, context-based, research for helping assess and describe
their tutorial interactions. For example, tutors can be trained and the
progress of their teaching skills monitored by such first-hand, participant/observer field research. Some findings of my study relate directly
to the activities of writing center tutors: (1) as part of a training program, tutors might be taught the important shared features that existed

among the ten writers/tutors- particularly, that they were supportive
of their students and that they functioned more often as facilitators and
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tried to minimize their authoritative roles; (2) beginn
also become acquainted with the three general confer
see which style (or combination) is their own most com
tional-stance. Students clearly evaluated the three m
equally effective to them. And, even though the stude
" student-centered' ' conferencing model were upperc
in advanced writing courses, the students who respon

to the first ("teacher-centered") type of conferencing we

(some were basic writers at a two-year college; others
group of freshman writers at a highly selective stat

tutors and writing center directors ought to be aware of

tionship that exists between conference talk about sp
a paper at hand and actual changes eventually made
students- students seem to follow closely the major
revision made during the conference. Directors might

revisions and evaluate the effectiveness of their tutors b

made by writers on post-conference papers; (4) fina
write. Just by observing the significance of the partn
in conferences by the ten professional writers, and b
quent tutor and student statements about the impor
practicing what they teach, it seems clear that writ
should be active writers - perhaps, by forming thei
circles' ' or workshops, wherein groups of tutors meet
pond to each other's writing-in-progress (drafts of
fiction, business correspondence, etc.).
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